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Background

■ The Radcliffe Science Library is the main 

library for the sciences in Oxford

■ The University offers a 4 year Biochemistry 

degree programme

■ We have two timetabled library interactions 

with each cohort of students (~90)

– Library induction during fresher’s week

– 2nd Year Information Skills session

■ Teaching provided by the Life Science 

Subject Librarians at the RSL

■ Other sessions run as part of our generic 

‘iSkills’ programme and one-to-one 

consultations on request



Changing the Teaching Technique

Old Format New Format

• 90 minute session

• Presentation

• Some demonstration of tools and resources

• Exercise sheet for students

• 70 minute session

• Short linking sections of presentation

• Set of 2 - 4 minute videos with exercises

• Review of exercise answers

• The session is intended to equip students with the skills to locate 

scientific literature using the most useful tools and resources the library 

makes available.

• Choosing appropriate resources/tools for research

• Creating a search strategy

• Searching the SCOPUS database

• How to improve searching with wildcards, Boolean operators, refining 

etc.

• Exporting search results



Why Change?

■ Feedback from previous years –

– Session was too long

■ Information at the point of need

– Session not necessarily at the right time

– Techniques and resources forgotten when they are needed

– Not enough time to practice and fix skills during the session

■ Students are used to getting information through video

– YouTube

– Academic sources such as the Henry Stewart Talks, Lynda.com, 

iTunesU



What we Wanted

■ Create a shorter session

■ Break down information into chunks

■ Focus attention on database searching techniques

■ Produce a more interactive session to engage students

■ Produce an easily reusable online resource for students to refer back to later

Needs compromise –

■ Dropped some basic content on catalogue searching

■ Removed quick introduction to reference management



Problems with Videos

■ We have created videos previously

– Large investment of time to produce videos

■ Learning software

■ Difficult to update

■ We explored different options for creating videos

– Talked to our Bodleian Information Skills Coordinator 

– Decided to try an application called ‘Articulate Presenter 

360’





Creating Videos

■ Slides created with PowerPoint

■ Articulate used to convert short sequences of slides into 

videos

■ Videos saved as HTML5 

■ Uploaded onto our VLE WebLearn





Each slide is recorded. You can add audio 

recording.

Completed videos can be saved into a 

variety of formats including HTML5



Running the Session

Short introduction

Students asked to follow the videos

Each video ends with questions and exercises

Periodically the class is brought back together to review 
answers to questions and present the next section

Two librarians are on hand to help with questions and 
monitor the student’s activity



Results
■ Impressions of the session –

– Students seemed more engaged during the session

■ Feedback (online survey with 46 responses)

■ Look at how many times videos have been accessed at the end of the year

General Positive comments Learning and changing research 

behaviour

General Negative comments

Well structured Would now use a bibliographic

database for research

Using reference managers was 

not understood

Useful/helpful Many comments about learning 

about wildcards and Boolean 

operators

Timing of the session in the 

academic year – several 

comments that it would be better 

in the first year

No complaints about the length of 

the session



What Next?

■ Look at extending the format to other sessions

■ Reviewing and improving the videos for next year

■ Evaluating how easy it is to maintain video resources

■ Sharing ideas with other staff members

■ Finding other ways to make our sessions more engaging



Video Tips

Keep them short – Quicker to make, quicker to update

Make them mobile compatible - no Flash

Make them easily accessible - no passwords
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